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Cambridge Books ...

Cambridge University Press
is the only official publisher
of examination papers from

University of Cambridge
ESOL Examinations.

Cambridge University Press offers an excellent range
of resources to prepare students for University of
Cambridge ESOL Examinations.

Common European 
Framework of Reference 
for Languages

Get informed!

This book sets out the official
criteria defining the standards of
each language level.

No serious
examination teacher
should be without this
book.

Ann Gibson, 
Cambridge ESOL, 

Athens

�Written to match the requirements of each exam so you
can be confident you’re using exactly the right materials

�Regularly revised to meet new exam specifications so you
can be sure you’re using the most up-to-date materials

�Written by experienced ELT authors who have an in-depth
knowledge of the exams and understand the needs of both
students and teachers alike

�High quality materials providing a thorough grounding in
the skills, techniques, and knowledge needed to pass
Cambridge exams

CPE
C2 (ALTE Level 5) Certificate of Proficiency

in English

CAE
C1 (ALTE Level 4) Certificate in BEC Higher

Advanced English

FCE
B2 (ALTE Level 3) First Certificate in English BEC Vantage

PET
B1 (ALTE Level 2) Preliminary English Test BEC Preliminary

KET
A2 (ALTE Level 1) Key English Test

Cambridge Examinations Level Chart

Council of General English Business English
Europe Level Certificates

This table shows how Cambridge
ESOL Examinations relate to

both Council of Europe levels
and to the five-level scale

developed by the Association of
Language Testers in Europe

(ALTE). This scale acts as a guide
for the development and

description of language
examinations across Europe.
Members include Cambridge

ESOL (for the English Language)
and the University of Athens

(for the Greek Language).

For more information on University of Cambridge ESOL
Examinations, visit the website:
www.CambridgeESOL.org
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•Cambridge Young Learners English Tests•Practice Tests

�Three sets of practice
tests for each level:
Starters, Movers, and
Flyers

�Each set contains three
full colour tests from
Cambridge ESOL

�Answer Booklets and
Audio Cassettes also
available

�Three books of practice tests available

�Each contains four sets of exam papers
from Cambridge ESOL

�Teacher’s Books, Cassettes and Audio
CDs also available

• Cambridge Preliminary English Test •

NEW
for the
updated 
KET exam

Courses

Insight into PET
Helen Naylor & Stuart Hagger

�Prepares students for the
updated PET exam in
approximately 50 hours’
teaching time

�Organised by paper

�Short, snappy units provide a
clear sense of progress

�Available with answers for
self-study

NEW

Objective PET
Louise Hashemi & 
Barbara Thomas

�A user-friendly course written by
experienced examiners

�30 units offering a fun, fast-paced
approach

�New for updated 2004 PET exam

�Companion available autumn 2004

NEW
for the
updated 
PET exam

Practice Tests

�Three books of practice tests available

�Each contains four sets of exam papers
from Cambridge ESOL

�Teacher’s Books, Cassettes, Audio CDs
and Self-study Packs also available

Cambridge Key English Test

Practice Tests
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• Cambridge First Certificate in English •Courses

Objective First Certificate
Annette Capel & Wendy Sharp

�Easy-to-use

�Written by experienced
examiners

�Clear organisation and fresh
approach

First Certificate Direct
Mary Spratt & Bob Obee

�Clear and thorough preparation

�Refreshing
and fun
approach to
exam topics

�‘Exam Focus’
sections plus
useful exam
tips

�Companion
available

New Progress to First Certificate
Leo Jones

�Grammar Reference appendix
with explanations and examples

�‘Exam Techniques’ sections and
regular study tips

�Written by best-selling author,
Leo Jones

First Certificate Avenues
David Foll & Anne Kelly

�Attractive design and 
colour-coded exercises

�Focus on different
cultures and speakers
from around the world

�Thorough presentation
and practice of FCE skills
and grammar

�Six books of practice tests available

�Each contains four sets of exam
papers

�Books 3, 4, 5 and 6 contain papers
from Cambridge ESOL

�Teacher’s Books, Cassettes , Audio
CDs and Self-study Packs also
available

Books 1 and 2, and books 3 and 4
have been combined to create two
bumper editions.

Practice Tests

P R A C T I C E  T E S T S  F O R

FIRST
CERTIFICATE

PAUL CARNE  LOUISE HASHEMI  BARBARA THOMAS

1&2

• • • Contains eight tests

Cambridge Books for Cambridge Exams  • • •

Contact the Athens office for your FREE
English-Greek glossary on CD-ROM!
Includes example sentences and usage
notes for teachers and for students

Cambridge First Certificate in
English CD-ROM
Developed jointly with 

Cambridge ESOL

� Technically updated
for quicker access

� Covers all five
papers of the exam

� Combines sound,
video and
interactive tasks

� Comes with FREE
corresponding set of
past exam papers

FIRST
CERTIFICATE IN
ENGLISH

      CD-ROM

EXAMINATION PAPERS FROM 
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 

ESOL EXAMINATIONS

• • • Past papers Revised for new 
specifications from March 2004

CD-ROM
for Windows®

Cambridge Books for Cambridge Exams • • •

SECOND
EDITION

FREE
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Supplementary

NEW

Cambridge Grammar for First
Certificate
Louise Hashemi & Barbara Thomas

�Covers the full range of FCE
exam tasks

�Students listen to grammar in
context before studying it

�Develops listening skills as well as
improving grammar

�Available with and without
answers

Cambridge First Certificate
Handbook
Helen Naylor & Stuart Hagger

�Offers systematic training for the
FCE exam

�Covers all five papers

�Gradually builds students’
confidence and ability to tackle
exam tasks

�Available with and without answers

The First Certificate Creative
Writing Disc

Written by Steve Chadwick

�Guided practice for the 
Writing paper in the FCE exam

�A versatile way to develop writing
skills for FCE

�Material can be customised for
greater flexibility

Voices Video
Leo Jones

�Excellent listening and speaking
practice for the FCE exam

�Real English spoken by people
from all over the UK

�Video can be used with any FCE
course

The Cambridge First Certificate
Skills series provides extra practice
for all five FCE papers.

First Certificate Reading
Paul Roberts

First Certificate Grammar and
Usage
Bob Obee

First Certificate Writing
Richard MacAndrew & Cathy
Lawday

First Certificate Listening &
Speaking
Sue O’Connell & Louise Hashemi

Common Mistakes at First Certificate … and how to avoid them
Susanne Tayfoor

�Highlights typical mistakes learners
make at FCE and shows how to
avoid them

�Includes FCE-style exercises

�Based on analysis of over 10,000
actual exam scripts, many of them
from Greece
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Objective CAE
Felicity O’Dell & Annie Broadhead

�Short units and clear organisation

�Interspersed with ‘Folders’ offering
extra writing and exam practice

�Authentic language examples from
the Cambridge International Corpus

The Cambridge CAE Course
Mary Spratt & Lynda Taylor

�Extensive practice in exam tasks

�Regular ‘Grammar Reminder’
and ‘Grammar Analysis’ sections

�Authentic reading texts and
listening material

Practice Tests

�Three books of 
practice tests 
available

�Each contains four sets of exam papers
from Cambridge ESOL

�Teacher’s Books, Cassettes, Audio CDs and
Self-study Packs also available

Supplementary
The Cambridge CAE Skills series
provides practice for all four papers of 
the CAE exam.

CAE Reading Skills
Diana Pye & Simon Greenall

CAE Writing Skills
Felicity O’Dell

CAE Listening & Speaking Skills
Diana Pye & Simon Greenall

Objective Proficiency
Annette Capel & Wendy Sharp

�Complete preparation for
the Proficiency exam

�Based on the Cambridge
Learner Corpus

�Authentic language
examples from the
Cambridge International
Corpus

• • • Past Papers

CERTIFICATE
OF PROFICIENCY IN

ENGLISH
EXAMINATION PAPERS FROM 
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 

ESOL EXAMINATIONS

Cambridge Books for Cambridge Exams • • •

Cambridge Certificate

• Certificate of Proficiency in English •

New Progress to Proficiency
Leo Jones

�Absorbing texts and original
interviews

�Written by best-selling
author, Leo Jones

�Redesigned in full colour
and updated for the revised
exam

Practice Tests

• Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English •

• • • Past Papers

CERTIFICATE
OF PROFICIENCY IN

ENGLISH
EXAMINATION PAPERS FROM 
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 

ESOL EXAMINATIONS

Cambridge Books for Cambridge Exams • • •

• • • Past Papers

CERTIFICATE
OF PROFICIENCY IN

ENGLISH
EXAMINATION PAPERS FROM 
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 

ESOL EXAMINATIONS

Cambridge Books for Cambridge Exams • • •

3

• • • With sample entry test

Contact the
Athens office for
your FREE
English-Greek
glossary on
CD-ROM!
Includes example
sentences and
usage notes for
teachers and for
students

New Cambridge 
Advanced English
Leo Jones

�A popular advanced English
course

�Includes exam-style exercises and
advice on how to use them

�Ideal for exam preparation when
used together with CAE practice
tests from Cambridge ESOL

Courses

Courses

�Three books of practice tests available

�Each contains four sets of exam papers
from Cambridge ESOL

�Books 2 and 3 are available with or
without sample entry test

�Teacher’s Books, Cassettes, Audio CDs and
Self-study Packs also available

Contact the
Athens office for
your FREE
English-Greek
glossary on
CD-ROM!
Includes example
sentences and
usage notes for
teachers and for
students

NEW

FREE

FREE

For more information
on the Cambridge

International Corpus
and the Cambridge

Learner Corpus, 
please see 

back cover

1 2
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• IELTS •Courses

Step Up to IELTS
Vanessa Jakeman & Clare McDowell

�A new short course for the IELTS
exam (between 40–60 hours’
teaching time)

�Ideal for intermediate to upper
intermediate level students
(Band 5.0)

�Provides invaluable tips and
advice on maximising band scores

�Practice sections throughout make
up a whole sample IELTS test

NEW

Insight into IELTS
Vanessa Jakeman & Clare McDowell

�Provides practice for every part
of the exam

�Includes 13 pages of
supplementary practice activities

�Contains a full-length practice
test

�Can be used for self-study or in
the classroom

�Extended Workbook, Insight into
IELTS Extra, now available

Practice Tests

�Four books of practice
tests available

�Each contains four sets of
exam papers

�Books 2, 3, and 4 contain
papers from Cambridge
ESOL

�Self-study Packs available
for books 3 and 4*

*Contain Student’s Book with
answers and Audio CD Set 

Supplementary

Instant IELTS
Guy Brook-Hart

�Packed with photocopiable exam
practice activities for IELTS

�Includes lively discussions and
role plays for stimulating lessons

�Suggests the best approach to
tasks for both intermediate and
advanced level students

NEW

• Cambridge Business English Certificate •Practice Tests
�Two books of

practice tests
available for
each level of
BEC:
Preliminary,
Vantage, Higher

�Each contains
four sets of
exam papers
from Cambridge
ESOL

�Suitable for
self-study

BEC
PRELIMINARY2

Cambridge Books for Cambridge Exams • • •

EXAMINATION PAPERS FROM 
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 

ESOL EXAMINATIONS

WITH ANSWERS

• • • Past papers

BEC
HIGHER2

Cambridge Books for Cambridge Exams • • •

EXAMINATION PAPERS FROM 
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 

ESOL EXAMINATIONS

WITH ANSWERS

• • • Past papers

BEC
VANTAGE2

Cambridge Books for Cambridge Exams • • •

EXAMINATION PAPERS FROM 
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 

ESOL EXAMINATIONS

WITH ANSWERS

• • • Past papers

• IGCSE •Courses

2nd Edition
IGCSE English as a Second
Language
Peter Lucantoni,
Marian Cox & 
Bob Glover

�Clear
practical
support

�Matches the
requirements
of the revised
CIE syllabus

�Imaginative and motivating
exercises

IGCSE English as a First Language
Marian Cox & Peter Lucantoni

NEW

NEW NEW NEW

Now
available
with
Workbook

Now
available
with
Workbook1 1 1



Choose Cambridge 
dictionaries for exam success!
Cambridge dictionaries are clear, accurate and
easy to use – the ideal partner for all your exam
preparation materials.

2nd edition
Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary

In the book

�Fully updated with important
new words (e.g. broadband, SIM
card, fair trade)

�35,000 clear definitions in simple
British and American English

�Hundreds of pictures plus 16 full
colour pages

�‘Mini-collocation panels’ to help
students produce more natural
English

On the CD-ROM

�Sound recordings in British and
American English for every word

�Hundreds of interactive exercises
to do in class or on screen

�Unique SMART Thesaurus turns
the dictionary into an instant
vocabulary builder

Cambridge Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary

In the book

�170,000 words, phrases and examples

�Idioms index making it easy to find
idioms

�16 pages of colour pictures 

�25,000 collocations show the way
words work together

�200 ‘Common Learner Error Notes’ to
help learners avoid common mistakes

On the CD-ROM

�Sound recordings in British and
American English for every word

�Smart Thesaurus

�Quickfind – instantly look up words
while you’re browsing the internet or
reading on screen

For more
information

Athens Cambridge University Press, PO Box 74246, 160 10 KD Kesariani, Greece
Telephone (210) 6549708, Telephone and fax (210) 6549740, email cupath@hol.gr

Thessaloniki Telephone and fax (230) 673298, Mobile 6944-921012, email cupthess@hol.gr

The Cambridge 
Learner Corpus
Highlights typical mistakes made
by real students who have taken
Cambridge exams.

Thousands of exam scripts have
been collected and analysed to
discover the most common errors
made and to highlight particular
areas of difficulty for candidates
at all levels.

Only Cambridge Books for
Cambridge Exams access this
unique resource providing your
students with the best possible
chance of exam success!

The Cambridge
International Corpus
Contains over 600 million words
of spoken and written English
collected from a variety of
authentic English sources such as
newspapers, magazines, novels
and everyday conversation. 

The Cambridge International
Corpus shows how English is
really used and is available
exclusively to Cambridge 
authors.

Printed in the United Kingdom at the University Press, Cambridge


